Get Into Graphic Novels
Try a new format and see stories in a new way

The Beatles: Yellow Submarine
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Adaptation by Bill Morrison
Call #: GN MORRISON
“Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Beatles' Yellow Submarine comes this fully authorized
graphic novel adaptation. The Beatles are recruited by the Captain of the Yellow Submarine to help
him free Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, and the world of Pepperland from the music-hating
Blue Meanies.”

Dear Scarlet
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Author: Teresa Wong
Call #: GN 618.76 WON
“Dear Scarlet is a poignant and deeply personal journey through the complexities of new
motherhood, offering hope to those affected by PPD, as well as reassurance that they are not
alone.”

Trashed
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Author: Derf Backderf
Call #: GN DERF
“Every week we pile our garbage on the curb and it disappears—like magic! The reality is anything
but, of course. Trashed, Derf Backderf’s follow-up to the critically acclaimed, award-winning
international bestseller My Friend Dahmer, is an ode to the crap job of all crap jobs—garbage
collector. Anyone who has ever been trapped in a soul-sucking gig will relate to this tale.”

To Kill a Mockingbird
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Author: Harper Lee
Call #: GN LEE
“Now, this most beloved and acclaimed novel is reborn for a new age as a gorgeous graphic novel.
Scout, Jem, Boo Radley, Atticus Finch, and the small town of Maycomb, Alabama, are all captured
in vivid and moving illustrations by artist Fred Fordham.”

Kindred
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Author: Octavia Butler, Adapted by Damien Duffy
Call #: GN BUTLER
“More than 35 years after its release, Kindred continues to draw in new readers with its deep
exploration of the violence and loss of humanity caused by slavery in the United States, and its
complex and lasting impact on the present day…this graphic novel powerfully renders Butler’s
mysterious and moving story, which spans racial and gender divides in the antebellum South
through the 20th century.”

